CERTIFIED USED EQUIPMENT
The Only Official Source for High-Quality, Ready-to-Ship Used AE Equipment

AE’s used equipment inventory provides the best price-for-performance products, with quality standards that only AE can offer. We remanufacture and test all used equipment in our world-class repair facilities to deliver the high-performing products you expect—at a much lower cost. Simply browse our list of real-time certified used equipment and send us your request. Our entire inventory is serviced with AE-qualified parts and undergoes thorough functional testing and inspection. Each unit includes a six-month, whole-box warranty and typically ships in one week.

**Extensive Inventory**
Order certified used equipment from the same company you’ve trusted for nearly three decades for leading power products. Whether you need a discontinued spare or an immediate drop-in replacement, AE has a wide selection of available used inventory.

In addition to the most common equipment, we stock many sought-after units that are no longer manufactured. If you can’t find the exact unit you’re looking for, we often can customize an available unit and convert it to your requested part number.

For fast turnaround on key inventory, certain units are functionally tested at the time of return to the factory, rather than at the time of your order, and are available for expedited shipment.

**Quality Standards Available Only from AE**
Before delivery, we repair, test, inspect, and implement all necessary updates in our world-class global service centers. We use original AE-qualified parts and AE-exclusive test equipment and software to ensure the highest quality standards.

Log on to www.aei.com/used, browse through our real-time list of equipment, and send us your request.

**Benefits**
- Extensive inventory
- Quality standards available only from AE
- Easy ordering
- Extensive enhancements and support

**Features**
- AE official website
- Thorough functional testing of unit and major sub-systems
- Repair or replacement of any failed components and modules
- Inspection and replacement of applicable external features
- Tuning and calibration of applicable components
- Active and discontinued units
- Six-month, whole-box warranty, plus extended warranty options
- Available enhancements and refurbishment kits
- 24 x 7 x 365 technical support
Easy Ordering
At www.aei.com/used—our only official site—you can view a real-time list of power supplies and matching networks by product name, part number, and serial number. We own and manage our equipment, so if the serial number is on the website, then the unit is available in our inventory.

Extensive Enhancements and Support
Our Global Service team supports all used equipment, including discontinued products. Each unit is backed by a six-month, whole-box warranty that you can extend up to eighteen months—regardless of the age of the unit. You can also take advantage of available enhancements and refurbishment kits to add feature sets, extend your product’s lifetime, and increase product reliability. As always, we provide 24 x 7 x 365 technical support, with knowledgeable and helpful assistance.

Find used equipment by product name, part number, and serial number at www.aei.com/used, or e-mail technical.support@aei.com to submit an equipment request.

USED EQUIPMENT REPURCHASE PROGRAM

Sell or Trade In Your Used AE Equipment for Reuse or Responsible Disposal
As part of our commitment to sustainability—in your company and ours—AE’s repurchase program aims to reduce premature disposal and environmental waste. We purchase or provide trade-in credit for select AE products, and you receive cash or credit for capital assets you would otherwise write off. AE repurposes these products, finding new uses for units, or, if that’s not possible, we dispose of them according to environmentally responsible AE guidelines.

Benefits
- Reduced surplus equipment
- Cash or trade-in credit
- Increased environmental sustainability

Features
- Reuse of electronic power equipment otherwise at end-of-life
- Responsible, earth-friendly disposal

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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